
Application 
*This page will be public facing

Building or Project Name (if applicable) 

Street Number Street Name Suite/Unit Number 

Community 

Other Location Information (if no civic number assigned) 

Associated permits numbers Estimated project start date / end 
date 

Describe the activity, including the type of noise impacts, and duration of the expected after/before hours noise events. 

LOCATION OF CONSTRUCTION

ANTICIPATED NOISE EVENT(S) 

REASON FOR EXEMPTION 
Description of why noise within the prohibited hours of the N-200 By-law is required. 

Description 
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*This page will be public facing 

 

Describe what site-specific steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise during all hours of construction. (i.e. 
measures could include locating construction equipment away from residences, discouraging queuing of vehicles 
prior to site opening etc.) 

MITIGATION MEASURES – SITE ORGANIZATION 

Describe what equipment related steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise during all hours of construction. 
(i.e. measures could include sound barriers to muffle generators, scheduled inspections of equipment’s condition etc.) 

MITIGATION MEASURES - EQUIPMENT 
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Describe what other steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise during all hours of construction. (i.e. measures 
could include training, schedule after hours truck routes, solid hoarding and other measures not otherwise listed.) 

MITIGATION MEASURES - OTHER 


	Building or Project Name if applicable: The Bello
	Street Number_2: 2 
	Street Name_2: Montebello Drive
	SuiteUnit Number_2: 
	Other Location Information if required please show on site plan: 
	Associated permits numbers ie encroachment grade alteration building etc: BPCOM-2022-01638
	Estimated project start date  end date: June 2022/January 2024
	Describe the activity including the type of noise impacts and duration of the expected afterbefore hours noise events: Activities: 1. Deliveries of materials to site (truck beeping)2. Placing and finishing of concrete (concrete trucks/pumps, fans, grinders/polishers, heaters)3. General site activities (labour discussions/chatter and radios) 4. Material and manpower hoisting with various lifts (beeping)Efforts to be made to mitigate any noise outside of the permitted hours. Main notable activity will be item 2 above. Reasoning noted below. Expected to have all concrete work completed by August 2023. Slab pours will be the main source of extended noise and are expected to occur weekly. Aiming to mitigate the sound by reducing size of the pours so that extended work does not occur beyond midnight on any given day. Generally speaking, we expect work to be completed before 8:00pm.  All other items will not be allowed outside of allowable noisy working hours. 
	Description of why noise within the prohibited hours of the N200 Bylaw is required: The placement and finishing of concrete may run beyond the standard allowable work hours due to the size of the area being poured, complexity of the pour, material availability, and work required to complete a pour. 
	Description: 6-storey multi-unit residential building
	Community Drop Down List: [Dartmouth]
	Describe what sitespecific steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise ie measures could include locating construction equipment away from residences discouraging queuing of vehicles prior to site opening etc: Work to be completed as expeditiously as possible. Splitting pours up to mitigate durations on each floor. As there is no parking on site, no vehicles are queuing outside of the gates. Crews are advised during orientation to be respectful of the neighbours. Radios are only allowed at a talking-level volume due to safety requirements or they will be removed from site. 
	Describe what equipment related steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise ie measures could include sound barriers to muffle generators scheduled inspections of equipments condition etc: See above. 
	Describe what other steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise ie measures could include training schedule after hours truck routes solid hoarding and other measures not otherwise listed: See above.


